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To gain insight into adaptations of proteins to their membranes, intrinsic hydrophobic thicknesses, distribu-
tions of different chemical groups and profiles of hydrogen-bonding capacities (α and β) and the dipolarity/
polarizability parameter (π*) were calculated for lipid-facing surfaces of 460 integral α-helical, β-barrel and
peripheral proteins from eight types of biomembranes. For comparison, polarity profiles were also calculated
for ten artificial lipid bilayers that have been previously studied by neutron and X-ray scattering. Estimated
hydrophobic thicknesses are 30–31 Å for proteins from endoplasmic reticulum, thylakoid, and various bacte-
rial plasma membranes, but differ for proteins from outer bacterial, inner mitochondrial and eukaryotic plas-
mamembranes (23.9, 28.6 and 33.5 Å, respectively). Protein and lipid polarity parameters abruptly change in
the lipid carbonyl zone that matches the calculated hydrophobic boundaries. Maxima of positively charged
protein groups correspond to the location of lipid phosphates at 20–22 Å distances from the membrane cen-
ter. Locations of Tyr atoms coincide with hydrophobic boundaries, while distributions maxima of Trp rings
are shifted by 3–4 Å toward the membrane center. Distributions of Trp atoms indicate the presence of two
5–8 Å-wide midpolar regions with intermediate π* values within the hydrocarbon core, whose size and sym-
metry depend on the lipid composition of membrane leaflets. Midpolar regions are especially asymmetric in
outer bacterial membranes and cell membranes of mesophilic but not hyperthermophilic archaebacteria, in-
dicating the larger width of the central nonpolar region in the later case. In artificial lipid bilayers, midpolar
regions are observed up to the level of acyl chain double bonds.

© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction2

Biological membranes provide a functional platform for integral
transmembrane (TM) proteins and more temporarily bound periph-
eral proteins and peptides. Integral membrane proteins constitute a
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large part of biological membranes ranging from 20% to 80% by
mass. They play important roles in vital biological processes including
protein synthesis, trafficking, ionic conductance, electron and molec-
ular transport, signal transduction, cell adhesion, cell communication,
immune response, respiration, and energy metabolism.

The unique feature of membrane proteins is that they evolve and
function in the highly anisotropic lipid environment. Physical and
chemical properties of the lipid bilayer are essential for protein struc-
ture, functional dynamics, spatial localization and interactions with
other proteins and small molecules [1–4]. In particular, the stability
of protein complexes is defined by the strength of hydrogen bonds,
hydrophobic, electrostatic, and van der Waals forces [5,6], which de-
pend on the local dielectric environment of protein atoms and, there-
fore, on spatial arrangement of proteins in membranes [7,8].

To ensure solubility of proteins in membranes, polarity of the li-
pidic phase should match the polarity of embedded proteins. To
maintain the functionally required degree of structural flexibility of
proteins, the membrane fluidity should be strictly regulated in differ-
ent cells and in different environmental conditions by adjusting the
lipid composition [9]. In addition, the presence of certain lipid species
at distinct locations in membranes is essential for proper membrane
protein folding, sorting, targeting, and functioning [10–12]. Therefore,
maintenance and regulation of compositional diversity of lipids con-
sume a considerable amount of ATP and require proteins encoded
by up to 5% of the genome [13].
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TM α-helices, β-barrels, and β-helices are the only known protein
folds that fulfill the requirement to saturate the hydrogen bonding po-
tential of the polypeptide main chain in the hydrophobic environment.
TMα-helical proteins are highly abundant in all types of cellular and in-
tracellular membranes and are encoded by ~25–30% of genes of all se-
quenced organisms [14]. In contrast, the TM β-barrels are mostly
found in outer membranes of bacteria, mitochondria and chloroplasts,
and are estimated to be encoded by less than 3% of bacterial genes
[15,16]. TM β-barrels are also formed by a number of bacterial
pore-forming toxins in host membranes [17]. Single- and double-
stranded β-helices were reported for membrane peptides with alter-
nating L- and D-amino acids, such as gramicidin A, B, and C [18].

Due to progress in protein engineering, crystallization, and X-ray
diffraction techniques, the number of integral membrane proteins
with known three-dimensional (3D) structures is constantly growing
[19]. It has currently reached more than 1750 entries in the Protein
Data Bank (PDB) [20], or approximately 2% of the PDB content. Most
of these entries (82%) correspond to TM α-helical proteins, less
than 17% are TM β-barrels, and only around 1.5% are TM β-helices.

What can we learn from available protein structures about their
membrane environment? What common features of TM α-bundles
and β-barrels allow their general adaptation to the anisotropic lipid
environment? What structural features can provide fine-tuning and
specific adaptation of proteins to different types of membranes?
What topological rules andmembrane-sorting signals can be deduced
from analysis of protein structures destined to different cellular mem-
branes? Is it possible to characterize physico-chemical properties of
different biological membranes with a complex protein and lipid
composition based on the structures of their proteins?

To answer these questions, we examined 460 representative
structures of integral and peripheral membrane proteins from our
OPM (Orientations of Proteins in Membranes) database [21]. The cur-
rent analysis significantly differs from previously performed studies
of statistical distributions of residues in membrane proteins [22–28]
in the following aspects: (i) we analyzed separately proteins from
eight types of biological membranes using a sufficiently large dataset
for each membrane type; (ii) proteins were positioned in membranes
by the sufficiently accurate PPM method which has been extensively
verified against numerous experimental data; (iii) we analyzed distri-
butions of atoms rather than residues and only on the lipid-facing
protein surface; and (iv) we implemented commonly used polarity
descriptors of organic solvents (α, β and π*) to define polarity of pro-
tein surface and of lipid bilayers.

Analysis of protein atoms rather than whole residues improves the
precision and statistical reliability of data: the greater number of
atoms allows building the histograms with a 2 Å-step. Previous veri-
fication of the PPMmethod demonstrated a sufficiently high accuracy
of calculated intrinsic hydrophobic thicknesses of TM proteins and
their tilt angles relative to the membrane plane (1 Å and 2°, respec-
tively), judging from deviations of these parameters in different crys-
tal forms of the same protein [29]. Characterization of biomembranes
by polarity parameters α, β, and π* has an important advantage be-
cause these parameters have a clear physical meaning as descriptors
of dielectric properties and hydrogen-bonding. Besides, these param-
eters represent integral properties of different lipid-facing atoms and,
therefore, are less sensitive than distributions of individual residues
to structural and topological biases.

Based on calculated polarity profiles of membrane proteins and
model lipid bilayers, we highlight the multilayered organization of
the hydrocarbon core with a central nonpolar and two peripheral
midpolar regions. We also identified polarity parameters and other
structural properties that may reflect general and specific adaptations
of proteins to eight different types of biological membranes. These re-
sults can be used to quantify anisotropic properties of the lipid envi-
ronment in these membranes and to improve protein modeling
methods.
2. Methodology

2.1. Overall approach to analysis of polarity of membrane components

The analysis of membrane proteins and lipid bilayers presented
here is based on general approach to describe molecular solubility
that was implemented in the upgraded PPM (Positioning of Protein
in Membranes) method [29,30]. PPM allows calculation of binding
energies and spatial positions of molecules of different sizes ranging
from small organic compounds to large multi-protein complexes in
membranes. The method was successfully validated using data for
24 TM and 42 peripheral proteins and many peptides whose arrange-
ments in membranes have been experimentally studied [29–31].

The PPM method combines an all-atom protein structure with an
anisotropic solvent representation of the lipid bilayer and the univer-
sal solvation model [32]. The solvation model describes the transfer
energy of an arbitrary chemical compound from water to an organic
solvent or another fluid environment. It accounts for long-range elec-
trostatic interactions and first-solvation-shell effects (van der Waals,
hydrophobic and hydrogen bonding interactions).

We found that the polarity of the solvent can be adequately de-
scribed by a few commonly used parameters: its dielectric constant
(ε), the solvatochromic dipolarity/polarizability parameter (π*) [33],
and hydrogen-bonding donor (α) and acceptor (β) parameters of
Abraham [34]. The α and β parameters have been previously used
in SMx implicit solvation models developed for isotropic solvents
[35]. We have extended this approach to anisotropic environments
[30]. Accordingly, the lipid bilayer was represented as a fluid aniso-
tropic solvent with polarity properties described by profiles of α, β,
ε and/or π* parameters.

Hence, in the present work, we examined solubility properties of
membrane proteins by calculating profiles of polarity parameters, α,
β, and π*, for the lipid-facing surfaces of membrane proteins together
with distributions of polar and nonpolar protein atoms, “hydrophobic
dipoles” of Tyr and Trp residues, positively and negatively charged
ionizable groups, crystallized lipids, detergents and water. The
solvatochromic parameter π* replaces the macroscopic dielectric con-
stant because it better describes microscopic dielectric properties of
the environment and can be more easily calculated than the dielectric
constant. In addition, we calculated polarity profiles for ten model
lipid bilayers and compared them with profiles of membrane
proteins.

2.2. Calculations of polarity profiles for model lipid bilayers

Transbilayer profiles of parameters α (z), β (z), and π*(z) and di-
electric function F(ε)(z), describe the changes of polarity across the
lipid bilayer [30]. These functions are used by the PPM method to de-
fine spatial positions of proteins in membranes. The profiles were
previously calculated for the fluid dioleoyl-phosphatidylcholine bi-
layer (DOPC) using distributions of lipid quasi-molecular segments
obtained from neutron and X-ray scattering data [36]. The concentra-
tion of water in the lipid acyl chain region of the DOPC bilayer was
evaluated based on spin-labeling data [37].

Similar polarity profiles can be calculated for any other model lipid
bilayer with known distributions of lipid components along the mem-
brane normal. Here we compared ten lipid bilayers that have been pre-
viously studied in the fully hydrated fluid liquid-crystalline (Lα) phase
that is biologically relevant (Table 2) [36,38–43]. Structural parameters
for these bilayers were determined from X-ray scattering analysis,
sometimes supplemented by a simultaneous fitting to neutron diffrac-
tion data [36]. The structure of each lipid bilayer is represented by
Gaussian distributions of a number of lipid fragments with maxima in-
dicating the most probable location of these fragments and width indi-
cating range of their thermal motion along the bilayer normal. The
distribution of water was obtained by subtracting concentrations of all
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other lipid components and assuming that total probability is equal to 1
at each point across the bilayer.

Distributions of volume probability of lipid components and corre-
sponding parameters α(z), β(z) and π⁎(z) were calculated as previ-
ously described [30]. Most lipids were represented as a combination
of total hydrocarbon (“CH2”) component, carbonyl–glycerol groups
(“CG”), and the remainder of lipid head group (“P”) based on X-ray
scattering data (Tables 2, S3 and S4). A more detailed structural rep-
resentation of the lipid bilayer was made for DOPC and POPG bilayers.
It includes the locations of double bonds (“CH” group) established by
neutron scattering and an additional peak for lipid head group (for
example, “PG1” and “PG2” in POPG). The presence of small amount
of water in the hydrocarbon region observed in ESR studies [37]
was not taken into account. Incorporation of this water, as in our pre-
vious work [30], leads to the increases of parameters α, β and π* in
the midpolar region of the lipid bilayer.

To understand the contribution of different factors to the polarity
parameters, we compared bilayers formed by lipids with different acyl
chain lengths, such as dilauroyl-phosphatidylcholine (diC12:0PC, DLPC),
dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (diC14:0PC, DMPC), dipalmitoyl-
phosphatidylcholine (diC16:0PC, DPPC), DOPC (diC18:1 PC), dierucoyl-
phosphocholine (diC22:1PC, DEPC); with fully saturated and
monounsaturated acyl chains; with ester-linked lipids, such as
DOPC, dipalmitoyl-phosphatidylcholine (di16:0PC, DPPC), palmitoyl-
oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (C16:0-18:1PC, POPC), palmitoyl-oleoyl-
phosphatidylglycerol (C16:0-18:1PG, POPG), and ether-linked
lipids, such as dihexadecyl-phosphocholine (diC16:0ePC, DHPC);
with zwitterionic (PC) and anionic head groups (PG), and some
with branched acyl chains, such as diphytanoyl-phosphocholine
(di(16:0(3me,7me,11me,15me)PC). The multicomponent membrane
included a mimic of the eukaryotic plasma membranes, LM3 bilayer,
which is composed of palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (C16:0-
18:1PC, POPC), palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylethanolamine (C16:0-
18:1PC, POPE), palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylserine (C16:0-18:1PS,
POPS), phosphatidyl-inositol (PI), sphingomyelin (SM), and cholesterol
at molar ratio 10:5:2:1:2:10.

2.3. Protein dataset

Membrane proteins used in this work were taken from the OPM
database [21], which provides calculated spatial arrangements in a
model lipid bilayer of integral and peripheral proteins from the PDB.
OPM also includes classification of membrane proteins into different
families, superfamilies and classes, their topology and intracellular lo-
calization, which greatly facilitates protein analysis. The OPM data-
base currently contains 671 distinct representative structures of TM
proteins and multi-protein complexes, 1088 distinct structures of
Table 1
Sets of protein structures used for analysis of polarity profiles.a

Membrane type TM protein # (subunit #)*

OPM Analysis

TM α-helical proteins
Plasma membrane (PM) of eukaryotic cells 134 50 (110)
Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) of eukaryotic cells 28 10 (18)
Plasma membrane (PM) of Gram-positive bacteria 36 12 (43)
Plasma membrane (PM) of archaeabacteria 35 20 (49)
Inner membrane (IM) of Gram-negative bacteria 163 82 (301)
Mitochondrial inner membranes (MIM) 19 9 (71)
Thylakoid membrane 17 8 (107)

TM β-barrel proteins
Outer membrane (OM) of Gram-negative bacteria 104 68 (94)

a Proteins from different membrane types were selected from the OPM database, which p
phobic thicknesses (Daver, Dmin, Dmax) calculated by PPM. Proteins used for the structural an
close homologues were excluded. TM α-helical proteins include both single-spanning and
structures consist of multiple individual polypeptide chains (subunits). The total numbers
peripheral proteins, and 291 peptide structures, which cover 6410
PDB entries (http://opm.phar.umich.edu, release as of 02/01/13).
Though the database contains proteins from 23 types of biological
membranes, statistically significant sets of these proteins can be
found for only eight membrane types: plasma membranes (PM) of
archaebacteria, eubacteria (Gram-negative and Gram-positive), and
eukaryotic cells, membranes of endoplasmic reticulum (ER), thyla-
koid membranes, mitochondrial inner membranes (MIM), and outer
membranes (OM) of Gram-negative bacteria.

The set of selected TM α-helical proteins includes 191 structures
associated with seven membrane types (all types except the bacterial
OM with β-barrel proteins) (Table 1). This set represents different
functional classes of α-helical proteins, including receptors, channels,
transporters and enzymes (Table S1). Families of closely homologous
proteins (with sequence identity higher than 85%) were represented
by only one structure. The chosen cutoff for sequence identity was
relatively high, because lipid-facing residues are rather variable,
even in closely homologous proteins. These selected proteins usually
contain co-crystallized lipids, water, ligands, and co-factors.

Membrane α-helical proteins frequently oligomerize and create
large multiprotein complexes involved in vital cellular functions. Pro-
tein oligomerization is biologically important, as it usually increases
protein stability, creates additional active sites between subunits,
allows cooperative interactions of subunits, increases enzymatic and
transport efficiency, and provides an additional level of regulation
[44]. Therefore, the majority of selected proteins represent functional
complexes formed by homo- or heterooligomers (Fig. 1, Table S1).

The set of β-barrel proteins includes 68 single-chain β-barrels
(β-I) from the OM of Gram-negative bacteria. The barrels are formed
by 8 to 24 antiparallel β-strands that enclose a central pore. These
proteins belong to several functional classes, such as channels, trans-
porters, enzymes, adhesion molecules, and components of secretion
systems. Several multi-chain β-barrels (β-II) from the TolC-like bac-
terial secretion system (1EK9, 1YC9, 1WP1, 3PIK) where analyzed
separately, since they have a very different structure. These proteins
fold into a trimeric 12-stranded TM β-barrel and a large α-helical
water-soluble domain in the periplasmic space. The distribution of
charged residues of TolC-like proteins is different from that in typical
β-I barrels (see Section 3.2.3). TM β-barrel proteins also form oligo-
mers [44]. While oligomerization of single-chain β-barrels in dimeric
or trimeric complexes is quite frequent, but not obligatory, oligomer-
ization of subunits of multi-chain β-barrels is mandatory for structur-
al integrity and membrane insertion of these proteins.

The set of peripheral membrane proteins includes 196 structures
of proteins from five membrane types: PM of eukaryotic cells (104
structures) and archaebacteria (6 structures), IM of Gram-negative
bacteria (26 structures) and mitochondria (15 structures), and
Peripheral protein # Daver ± r.m.s.d. (Å) Dmin, (Å) Dmax, (Å)

OPM Analysis

333 104 33.5 ± 3.1 27.2 40.8
74 21 30.2 ± 1.9 27 33.8
37 12 31.6 ± 3.4 27.4 38.2
7 7 30.6 ± 2.2 28.2 36.4

75 26 30.2 ± 1.9 26.8 37.2
25 15 28.6 ± 1.4 26.8 30.8
11 5 30.7 ± 2.1 27.4 33.6

16 6 23.9 ± 1.7 20.4 28.4

rovides coordinates of the three-dimensional structures together with intrinsic hydro-
alysis represent only a part of corresponding proteins from OPM, because structures of
multi-spanning proteins. Bacterial OM proteins include TM β-barrels of β-I type. Many
of subunits in each set are indicated in parentheses.

http://opm.phar.umich.edu


Fig. 1. Different types of integral membrane proteins positioned in membranes: TM α-helical proteins, single-chain β-barrels (β-I type) and multi-chain β-barrels (β-II type).
Lipid-facing residues are shown by colored spheres: Lys and Arg (blue), Asp and Glu (red), Tyr (purple), Trp (green). Co-crystallized lipids are shown by sticks colored orange
(C and P atoms), red (O-atoms) and blue (N-atoms). Hydrophobic boundaries calculated by PPM are shown by horizontal lines: blue (for PM cytoplasmic side or OM periplasmic
side) and red (for PM extracellular side or IM periplasmic side). Cartoon representations of proteins are colored by chain. All selected proteins represent oligomers: homotrimer of
sucrose-specific porin, heterodimer of BtuB cobalamin transporter, homotrimer of drug discharge proteins OprM, homotrimer of bacteriorhodopsin, homotetramer of aquaporin-0.
Trimerization of OrpM is required to form TM β-barrel. Distributions of Tyr, Trp, Lys, Arg, Asp, and Glu on the surface of membrane proteins are clearly nonuniform with charged
residues accumulated in the lipid headgroup regions, and Trp and Tyr residues located near hydrophobic boundaries inside and outside of the hydrocarbon region, respectively.
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thylakoid membranes (5 structures). Among these proteins are
monotopic proteins that are deeply inserted into the hydrocarbon
core of the lipid bilayer, as well as peripheral proteins weakly
bound to the membrane surface, some of which require the presence
of specific lipids to ensure the efficient binding to the particular
membrane type. The majority of selected peripheral proteins function
as enzymes, carriers of nonpolar substances, electron carriers, or
membrane-targeting domains.

2.4. Calculation of distributions of atoms and polarity parameters in
protein structures

Distributions along the membrane normal were calculated for dif-
ferent atoms and atomic groups of lipid-facing residues in 3D struc-
tures of α-helical and β-barrel TM proteins from different biological
membranes (Table S1). Distributions were analyzed separately for
each category of protein atoms, such as “polar atoms” (N- and
O-atoms of side chains and main chains of all residues), “nonpolar
atoms” (C- and S-atoms from side chains of Val, Leu, Ile, Met, Cys,
Phe, Tyr, and Trp residues), “aromatic atoms” (C-atoms from aromatic
rings of Tyr. Phe and Trp), and charged atomic groups (amine group
of Lys, guanidinium group of Arg, carboxyl group of Asp and Glu).

To obtain “intrinsic” hydrophobic thicknesses of proteins required
for current analysis, spatial positions of proteins in membranes provid-
ed byOPMwere recalculated by PPM2.0 [29]while omitting penalty for
hydrophobic mismatch. Separate distributions for single-spanning
(bitopic) proteinswere calculated by combining structures of individual
bitopic proteins positioned in membranes with single-spanning TM
subunits from large protein complexes using their orientations in
complexes.

The atomic distributions describe changes in surface fraction (con-
centration) of lipid-facing protein atoms. All solvent-inaccessible pro-
tein groups and groups within internal cavities were excluded, as
previously described [29]. The surface concentration of atom i was
determined by averaging lipid accessible surface area (ASA) of the
corresponding atom in a protein set:

ci zð Þ ¼ ASAi zð Þ=ASAtotal zð Þ ð1Þ

where ASAi(z) is the ASA of atoms in the slice [z-δ; z + δ] (δ = 1 Å),
and ASAtotal(z) is the total ASA of all atoms in the slice for the protein
set.

To analyze distributions of charged groups and net charge, the
residue fraction (or number of charges) was used instead of surface
fraction:

ci zð Þ ¼ Ni zð Þ=Ntotal zð Þ ð2Þ

where Ni(z) is the number of the corresponding solvent-accessible
charged group in the slice, and Ntotal(z) is total number of all charged
residues in the slice.

Distributions of co-crystallized water were normalized by the
number of lipid-facing protein residues in the slice. Distributions of
co-crystallized lipids and detergents were not normalized and, there-
fore, are not based on surface concentrations but on number of atoms.
Molecules of water, lipids and detergents within water-filled TM
channels were excluded. Only polar (non-carbon) atoms of lipids
and detergent were used for analysis of the distributions. Three distri-
butions were generated for lipid atoms separated into the following
categories: (a) glycerol/carbonyl groups; (b) P and O atoms of lipid
phosphates or structurally equivalent groups, and (c) head group
atoms, such as choline or ethanolamine.

Average values of parameters α, β and π* for the lipid-facing pro-
tein surface per Å2 were calculated in a similar fashion. For example,

α zð Þ ¼
∑

j∈ z;zþδ½ �
αjASAj

ASAtotal zð Þ ð3Þ
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where αj represents the value of H-bond donor parameter α for pro-
tein group j that belongs to slice [z-δ; z + δ]. The values of α, β and π*
for different chemical groups (Table S2) were based on tabulated
values [33,34,45–47].

2.5. Approximation of distributions for proteins by sigmoidal curves

Distributions of polarity parameters (α, β and π*), different pro-
tein atoms and groups, co-crystallized water, lipids, and detergents
were approximated by analytical curves, whose parameters were de-
fined by fitting. We tested several types of functions for describing the
distributions (Lorentz, Gauss and sigmoidal curves) and found that
sigmoidal functions provide the best fitting. The sigmoidal curves
are commonly used to describe transitions between two media,
such as water and a nonpolar solvent [48]. Hence, a successful ap-
proximation by the sigmoidal curves may indicate that different
membrane regions (lipid head group region, nonpolar hydrocarbon
region, and midpolar region) can be treated as separate phases with
different properties.

Each sigmoidal curve was defined by four adjustable parameters:
background values in the corresponding media (a and b), the middle
point separating two media (z0), and steepness of the transition (ex-
ponential decay parameter λ):

c zð Þ ¼ bþ a
1þ exp z−z0ð Þ=λ ð4Þ

To describe complex distributions with two asymmetric peaks
(e.g. for Tyr and Trp atoms, charged groups, lipid atoms, and water
molecules), four sigmoidal curves were simultaneously fitted to
match these distributions. The fitting was accomplished by grid scan
to minimize root-mean-square deviations (r.m.s.d.) between the
Fig. 2. Structures of DOPC (A) and POPG (B) bilayers. Distributions of lipid segments deter
Volume probability distributions of various lipid components were determined assuming th
parameters, hydrogen bonding donor (α), acceptor (β) capacities and dipolarity/polarizabili
indicated by arrows: hydrophobic thickness (2DC), distance between lipid head groups (DHH

for calculation of these profiles and references are provided in Tables 2, S3 and S4.
observed (Eqs. (1)–(3)) and calculated (Eq. (4)) values of parameters
c(z), α(z), β(z) or π*(z). The r.m.s.d. were usually calculated in the in-
terval of ±40 Å around the membrane center. Parameters a and b of
four curves were restricted to provide a continuous curve and identi-
cal background values in water on the both sides of the lipid bilayer.

3. Results

3.1. Polarity profiles of artificial lipid bilayers

Polarity parameters (α, β, π*) calculated for ten artificial bilayers
abruptly change at the hydrocarbon boundary, which corresponds to
themidpoint of distributions of aliphatic groups (Figs. 2, S1, S2). The in-
flection points on the profiles define the acyl chain boundary, theDCdis-
tance from the bilayer center. The location of lipid carbonyl–glycerol
groups (“CG”) matches DC only in certain bilayers, most notably, in
LM3 and POPG bilayers, which include negatively charged lipids
(Table 2). In DOPC, DPPC, and DPhyPC bilayers, the maxima of “CG”
groups are also rather close to the midpoints of aliphatic distributions
(within 1 Å), while in other lipid bilayers (DHPC, DLPC, DMPC, DEPC),
the “CG”maxima are shifted by 2–3 Å outside the hydrophobic bound-
aries. Unlike the carbonyl groups, the peaks of lipid phosphate distribu-
tions in all bilayers are located at approximately the same 5 Å distance
outside the hydrocarbon boundaries.

The relative thickness of the hydrocarbon region primarily de-
pends on the length of the lipid acyl chains: it increases in the order
DLPC b DMPC b DPPC b DEPC (Fig. S1). A significant increase of the
thickness was also observed in the multicomponent system, LM3,
which has a larger thickness (2DC = 32.6 Å) than the single-
component DOPC bilayer (2DC = 28.8 Å), even though both bilayers
mostly have acyl chains of similar length and saturation level
(C18:1) (Fig. S2, Table 2). The larger thickness in LM3 is due to its
mined by the simultaneous analysis of X-ray and neutron scattering data (left panels).
at the total probability is equal to 1 at each point across the bilayer. Changes of polarity
ty parameter (π*) along the membrane normal (right panels). Structural parameters are
), total bilayer thickness (hydrocarbon chains plus head groups) (DB). Parameters used



Table 2
Lipid structural data from X-ray and neutron scattering studies: hydrophobic thickness (2DC), distance between lipid head groups (DHH), total bilayer thickness (hydrocarbon chains
plus head groups) (DB), and lipid lateral area (A) for various bilayers studied at temperature corresponding to liquid-crystalline (Lα) phase.a

Lipid T (°C) “CG” “P” “CH3 + CH2 + CH” DB (Å) A, (Å2) Reference

Zm (Å) Sm (Å) Zm = ½DHH (Å) Sm (Å) ZHDC = Dc (Å) SHDC (Å)

DOPC (diC18:1 PC)* 30 14.8 2.050 18.4 2.41 14.40 2.48 38.7 67.4 [36]b

POPG (C16:0-18:1 PG)* 30 14.4 2.480 18.7 2.45 13.85 2.80 36.5 66.0 [42]c

DLPC (diC12:0 PC) 30 10.9 1.730 15.4 2.00 10.50 2.80 31.3 63.2 [38]
DMPC (diC14:0 PC) 30 13.1 1.900 17.7 2.10 12.70 2.80 36.3 60.6 [38]
DPPC (diC16:0 PC) 50 14.7 2.100 19.0 2.55 14.20 2.80 39.0 63.1 [36]b

DEPC (diC22:1 PC) 30 18.6 2.535 22.2 2.60 17.2 3.66 44.0 69.3 [43]
POPC (C16:0-18:1 PC) 30 14.9 2.555 18.5 2.75 13.60 2.90 36.8 68.3 [43]
DHPC (diC16:0e PC) 48 15.1 2.655 19.1 2.60 13.9 2.80 37.6 65.1 [39]
DPhyPC (diC16:0 (3me,7me,11me,15me)PC) 30 13.8 2.300 18.2 2.15 13.60 2.80 35.4 80.5 [41]
LM3 (POPC:POPE:POPS: PI:SM:Chol = 10:5:2:1:2:10) 30 17.3 2.720 22.0 2.385 16.30 2.90 33.0 73.3 [40]

a Zm and Sm define the locations and widths of corresponding Gaussians, respectively. ZHDC and SHDC are parameters of Gaussian error function. DB equal to 2VL/A defines the hy-
drophobic bilayer thickness, where VL is volume per lipid, A is lateral area per lipid.

b “P” is P(O)4CH2–CH2–N segment. Additional parameters were used for CH and CholCH3 groups.
c Experimental data based on 3G SDP model. “P” is PG1 (PO4) segment. Additional parameters for CH and PG2 groups are shown in Table S4.
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33 mol% cholesterol content, which is known to significantly thicken
lipid bilayers [49,50].

The polarity parameters studied behave differently along the mem-
brane normal:α rapidly drops from a relatively steady level in the head
group region to zero value at the hydrocarbon boundary, β has a maxi-
mum in the head group region and changes more gradually, while π*
also changes gradually at the boundary and may have a wide shoulder
within the hydrocarbon region (Fig. 2, right panels). The maxima of β
originate from the relatively high hydrogen bonding acceptor capacity
of lipid head groups, primarily phosphates. The more gradual changes
of β and π* are likely caused by the presence of ester/ether linkages be-
tween head groups and acyl chains, as well as by the remaining amount
of water. The values of β and π* vary in different bilayers in accordance
with changes in relative positions and amplitudes of lipid phosphate
and carbonyl groups (Figs. 2, S1, S2).

An additional regionwithin the hydrocarbon core with an increased
value of π* originates from the peaks for lipid double bonds that are in-
cluded in more advanced, neutron diffraction-based models describing
DOPC and POPG bilayers. This region is located between the lipid car-
bonyls and double bonds. Its polarity can be described by π* values in-
termediate between those for wet octanol and dibutylether (π* = 0.4
and π* = 0.18, respectively [32]).We name this regionwith intermedi-
ate polarity as a midpolar region.

Thus, any lipid bilayer can be described as an anisotropic medium
with five regions characterized by distinct dielectric and hydrogen-
bonding parameters: two head group regions and two midpolar
regions that enclose a central nonpolar region. We also found that
lipid double bonds are responsible for the complex behavior of
dipolarity/polarizability parameters π* within the hydrocarbon core.

3.2. Distributions of lipid-facing protein groups and polarity profiles of
membrane proteins

Our studies of model lipid bilayers demonstrated that polarity of
membrane systems with known lipid composition can be quantified
using transbilayer profiles of a few polarity parameters: α, β, and π*.
However, natural biological membranes are significantlymore complex
systems than model bilayers, because they have highly diverse and yet
unidentified lipid and protein composition. To describe polarity profiles
and structural asymmetry of different biomembranes, we analyzed the
polarity parameters (α, β, and π*) of TMprotein surfaces (Figs. 3JKL and
4JKL) rather than of surrounding lipids. These parameters can be easily
calculated from distributions of lipid-facing protein atoms for a set of
proteins originated from the corresponding membranes. The obtained
polarity profiles of proteins are expected to match microscopic dielec-
tric properties of their native biomembranes.
Thus, to characterize polarity, surface charge, and thicknesses of
eight natural membranes, we performed analysis of relatively large
sets of TM proteins with known 3D structures, defined topology,
and accurately pre-calculated orientations with respect to the lipid
bilayer plane that were associated with each of these membrane
types. In particular, we studied distributions of lipid-facing protein
atoms sorted by categories, such as polar, nonpolar, aromatic, and
charged atoms or atomic groups, as described in Methodology (2.4).
Analysis was performed separately for each membrane studied and
for each structural protein type (α-helical, β-I barrel or β-II barrel).
The major observations made during the analysis of distribution of
lipid-facing protein atoms or atomic groups and polarity profiles of
membrane proteins are described below.

3.2.1. Common features of membrane proteins
Analysis of distributions of protein atoms and polarity parameters

of TM α-helical proteins from different membranes (Figs. 3–7) re-
vealed several common features which apparently reflect the general
adaptation of all TM proteins to the hydrophobic environment.

The first common feature of TM proteins is the presence of an ex-
tended hydrophobic surface of approximately 30 Å-thickness rich in
aliphatic and aromatic amino acid residues. The surface fractions of
polar protein atoms, nonpolar atoms, and crystallized water abruptly
change at both sides of this hydrophobic zone (Figs. 3ABC, 4ABC). The
midpoints of analytical curves used for approximation of these distri-
butions coincide reasonably well with each other and with the intrin-
sic hydrophobic thickness of TM proteins calculated by PPM (Fig. 5).
Importantly, the distances between all these midpoints change in a
synchronized fashion, following changes in the average hydrophobic
thickness for proteins from seven membrane types.

We assume that borders of the intrinsic hydrophobic surface of TM
proteins calculated by the PPM method, as well as midpoints of curves
for polar and nonpolar atoms, generallymatch hydrocarbon boundaries
of lipid bilayers accommodating these proteins. This assumption is sup-
ported by the observed distribution of ether/ester oxygen atoms (“CG”
groups) of lipids co-crystallized with TM α-helical proteins (Fig. 6)
that shows maxima at approximately ±15 Å-distances from the mem-
brane center. The distance between two “CG” maxima indicates the
thickness of the hydrocarbon core of the lipid bilayer (2Dc in Fig. 2A),
which is consistent with the average hydrophobic thickness of all TM
α-helical proteins combined (31.2 ± 2.8 Å).

The second feature of TMproteins is the highly asymmetric distribu-
tion of polar residues along the membrane normal (Figs. 3AGH, S3).
Polar residues are practically absent in the middle of the membrane,
but are abundant in the area of lipid head groups. One exception is
the distribution of surface-exposed Ser residues which are rather



Fig. 3. (A–I) Distributions of lipid-facing protein atoms in structures of TM α-helical protein from six membrane types: eukaryotic PM (50 structures, blue line), PM of
Gram-positive bacteria (12 proteins, purple line), PM of archaeabacteria (20 structures, yellow line), IM of Gram-negative bacteria (82 structures, red line), IM of mitochondria
(9 structures, black line), thylakoid membrane (8 structures, green line). Polar atoms are N- and O-atoms; nonpolar atoms are C- and S-atoms from side chains of Val, Leu, Ile,
Met, Cys, Phe, Tyr, and Trp residues. Aromatic atoms are C-atoms from benzene rings of Tyr and Phe and from indole ring of Trp. Charged groups are: amine group of Lys,
guanidinium group of Arg, carboxyl group of Asp and Glu. (J–L) Transbilayer profiles of polarity parameters: hydrogen bonding donor (α) and acceptor (β) capacities and
solvatochromic dipolarity/polarizability parameter (π*). Similarities in distributions and polarity profiles are observed inside the hydrophobic boundaries (±15 Å from the mem-
brane center), while most differences are seen outside these boundaries.
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frequent at the hydrophobic membrane interior. Atypical distribution
was also observed for His residues from thylakoid membrane proteins.
In TMprotein complexes from thylakoidmembranes, such as photosys-
tems I and II, light-harvesting and b6f complexes, His residues are pres-
ent not only at the lipid head group and extramembrane regions, but
also at the hydrocarbon region, where numerous histidines provide
axial coordination of the heme cofactors at 5–10 Å-distances from
both sides of the membrane center (not shown). Therefore, thylakoid
membrane proteins were excluded from the protein set in Fig. S3.
The prominent and previously reported aspect of transbilayer dis-
tribution of ionizable residues of TM proteins is the higher occurrence
of basic groups of Lys and Arg residues at the inner membrane side
(i.e. cytoplasmic side, mitochondrial matrix side, thylakoid stroma
side) than at the outer side (Figs. 3G, 7A–D). Thus, the distribution
of positive charges follows the “positive inside” rule, an important
factor that defines the TM topology of α-helical proteins [51–54].

Interestingly, all lipid-facing polar residues of TM α-helical pro-
teins, except Arg and Lys, are more abundant at the outer membrane



Fig. 4. (A–I) Comparison of distributions of lipid-facing protein atoms in structures of 191 TM α-helical protein from six membrane types (solid black line), 68 single-chain TM
β-barrels (β-I type, solid gray line), and 5 multi-chain TM β-barrels (β-II type, dashed gray line). Distributions across the membrane were analyzed for polar atoms (N- and
O-atoms of main and side chains), nonpolar atoms (C- and S-atoms from side chains of Val, Leu, Ile, Met, Cys, Phe, Tyr, Trp), aromatic atoms (C-atoms from benzene rings of
Tyr, Phe and indole ring of Trp), and charged groups (amine group of Lys, guanidinium group of Arg, carboxyl group of Asp and Glu). (J–L) Comparison of transbilayer profiles
of corresponding polarity parameters (α, β, π*). Differences in atom distributions and in polarity profiles for α-helical and β-barrel proteins are observed inside and outside the
hydrophobic boundaries. These boundaries for β-barrels are shifted by 3–4 Å toward the membrane center as compared to α-helical proteins, indicating the smaller hydrophobic
thickness of TM β-barrels. The distributions of charged residues and net charges are similar for α-helical and β-II proteins, but different for β-I proteins.
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side (Fig. S3). This may compensate for the lower occurrence of Arg
and Lys residues in this region. Indeed, transbilayer distributions of
all polar atoms combined are almost symmetric for all membrane
types studied (Fig. 3A).

In contrast, distributions of Arg and Lys charged groups of peripheral
proteins are almost symmetric at bothmembrane sides (Fig. 7EF). Max-
ima of these distributions are located in both membrane leaflets at ap-
proximately 20–22 Å-distance from the bilayer center (Figs. 3G, 5, 7),
which corresponds to locations of phosphodiester groups of bulk lipids
(Fig. 2). Indeed, numerous ion pairs are observed between head groups
of co-crystallized lipids and Arg and Lys residues in the structures of
membrane proteins (Fig. 6B). Hence, the formation of the correspond-
ing protein-lipid hydrogen bonds and ionic bridges is an important fac-
tor not only for defining the protein topology, but also for binding and
positioning of integral and peripheral proteins on both sides of
membranes.

The third common feature of TM proteins is the presence of girdles
of Tyr and Trp residues that enclose the hydrophobic zone. Consistent
with previous studies, we can conclude that Tyr and Trp residues
serve as membrane anchors that help to optimize spatial arrangements



Fig. 5. Comparison of calculated hydrophobic thicknesses (gray) with midpoints of distributions of polar atoms (light blue), nonpolar atoms (brown), co-crystallized water (dark
blue), and maxima of distribution of Tyr atoms (purple) in 191 selected TM α-helical proteins and protein complexes (A). Comparison of calculated hydrophobic thicknesses (gray)
with distances between midpoints of distributions of polar atoms (light blue), nonpolar atoms (brown), and co-crystallized water (dark blue), and with distances between maxima
of Tyr distributions (B). Analysis was performed for TM β-barrels from OM of Gram-negative bacteria and TM α-helical proteins from six membrane types: PM of eukaryotic cells,
Gram-positive bacteria, archaeabacteria, thylakoid membranes, IM of mitochondria, and Gram-negative bacteria. Numbers of protein structures in each set are indicated in paren-
thesis. Calculated hydrophobic boundaries match the positions of midpoints of distribution curves of polar, nonpolar atoms and co-crystallized water, as well as maxima of Tyr
distributions.
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of proteins inmembranes. The interfacial Tyr and Trp residues are pres-
ent in both leaflets of nearly all TM and peripheral proteins, with very
few exceptions. In particular, these residues are lacking in the inner,
but not outer leaflet in the following TM proteins: (a) bacterial pilins;
(b) viral proteins; (c) α-helical proteins from outer bacterial mem-
branes; and (d) bacterial α-helical and β-barrel hemolysins (1WCD,
7AHL, 2B07, 3O44). All these exceptions are either multi-chain
β-barrels or bitopic α-helical proteins. Perhaps the lack of anchoring
residues at the intracellular side facilitates insertion of these proteins
into membranes.

For most TM proteins distributions of aromatic rings of Tyr and
Trp residues demonstrate two maxima (Figs. 3DE, 4DE, S4). Peaks of
Tyr benzene rings match the positions of calculated membrane
boundaries at 13 to 16 Å-distances from the membrane center. Max-
ima of Trp indole rings are located inside the hydrocarbon core at 10
to 12 Å-distances from the membrane center, which is deeper by ap-
proximately the indole ring size than the average location of lipid car-
bonyl groups and benzene rings of Tyr residues.

Although maxima of distributions of aromatic rings of Trp and Tyr
residues do not overlap for either α-helical or β-barrel TM proteins
from different membranes, peaks of their polar groups (NεH of Trp
and OηH of Tyr) often coincide (Fig. S4). This may indicate that both
Fig. 6. Distribution of different groups of lipids co-crystallyzedwith 164 TMα-helical proteins:
head group atoms (yellow line and squares) (A). Right pictures showposition of 1,2-stearoyl-sn
(1M56) (B) and position of 2,3-Di-O-Phytanly-3-sn-Glycero-1-Phosphoryl-3′-sn-Glycerol-1′-P
protein boundaries calculated by PPM (marked by blue and red lines). Lipid molecules are colo
ored blue (C-atoms), dark blue (N-atoms). Tyr residues are colored purple (C-atoms) and red
black dashes.
Trp NεH and Tyr OηH groups are preferentially oriented toward mem-
brane boundaries (but from different sides), where they may form
hydrogen bonds with lipid ester/ether lipid groups. The notable ex-
ceptions represent proteins from the outer leaflet of archaebacterial
PM and from both leaflets of ER and MIM, where peaks of Trp NεH
groups are shifted by 4–6 Å closer to the membrane center than
peaks of Tyr OηH groups.

Distributions of aromatic rings of Phe residues of most TM
α-helical proteins differ from those of Tyr and Trp residues and re-
semble distributions of aliphatic residues: they have just one large
flat maximum at the hydrocarbon core region (Fig. 3BF). However,
for TM β-barrels (β-I and β-II types), distributions of Phe aromatic
rings are quite similar to distributions of Trp indole rings: they have
two maxima at approximately 7 Å-distance from each side of the
membrane center (Fig. 4EF).

The last common feature of TM proteins is the behavior of polarity
parameters (α, β, π*) that were calculated from the distribution of
atoms on protein surfaces (Figs. 3JKL, 4JKL). The observed profiles of
these polarity parameters appeared to be rather similar for proteins
from different membrane types, especially within the hydrocarbon
core. Therefore, all membrane proteins seem to be equally hydropho-
bic in the middle of their hydrophobic zone. This may explain the
ester and ether oxygens (green line and dots), phosphates (orange line and diamonds) and
-glycero-3-phosphatidylethanolamine co-crystallizedwith bacterial cytochromeC oxidase
hosphate co-crystallized with bacteriorhodopsin (1IW6) (C) relative to the hydrophobic
red yellow (C atoms), red (O-atoms), and orange (P-atoms). Arg and Lys residues are col-
(O-atoms). Hydrogen bonds between lipid head groups and Arg residues are indicated by



Fig. 7. Distributions of lipid-facing charged groups of Lys and Arg (blue lines and squares), Asp and Glu (red lines and triangles) and net charges (black lines and rhombs) in struc-
tures of TM α-helical proteins (A–D) and peripheral membrane proteins (E–F) from different membrane types: eukaryotic PM (A,E), IM of Gram-negative bacteria (B,F), IM of
mitochondria (C), and thylakoid membranes (D). Numbers of protein structures in each set are indicated in parenthesis.
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well-known tolerance of TM proteins to alteration of the lipid compo-
sition in native cells, in artificial bilayers, and during protein expres-
sion in different host organisms [55].

3.2.2. Differences in hydrophobic thickness
To compare properties of different membrane types, we analyzed

the average intrinsic hydrophobic thicknesses (Daver) of TM proteins
from different membrane types and separately for α-helical or
β-barrel proteins (Table 1, Fig. 8). We found that Daver of TM
α-helical proteins are rather similar and close to 30–31 Å for proteins
from PMs of archaebacteria, Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacte-
ria, the eukaryotic ER, and thylakoid membranes. The Daver is slightly
higher (33.5 ± 3.1 Å) for α-helical proteins from the eukaryotic PM
and lower (28.6 ± 1.4 Å) for proteins from the mitochondrial IM
(MIM). Largely increased hydrophobic thicknesses (up to 40 Å)
were observed for integrins (2K1A, 2L8S, 2K9J) from eukaryotic PMs
and V-type and F-type ATP-synthases from the PM of Gram-positive
bacteria (2X2V), the IM of Gram-negative bacteria (2BL2, 1YCE),
and the MIM (2XOK). The α-helical protein with the smallest hydro-
phobic thickness (22.6 Å) forms the 28-α-helical pore of T4S secreto-
ry system (3JQO) [56]. It is located in the OM of E. coli, which is largely
enriched by β-barrel proteins.
Average hydrophobic thicknesses of typical TM β-barrels from bac-
terial and mitochondrial OMs are significantly smaller (23.9 ± 1.7 Å
and 23.0 ± 0.4 Å, respectively) than theDaver ofmost TMα-helical pro-
teins. The OM proteins with the smallest hydrophobic thicknesses are:
24-stranded β-barrel of the usher protein FimD (3OHN, 21.2 Å) and
12-stranded β-barrel of the autotransporter-2 (2GR7, 20.4 Å).

Interestingly, an unusually large value of the hydrophobic thickness
(40.7 Å) is observed for a multi-chain β-barrel of MspA porin fromMy-
cobacterium smegmatis (1UUN) [57]. This value seems to be reasonable,
as MspA resides in the OM of mycobacteria, which is rich in long-chain
(from C30 to C90) mycolic acids and was previously characterized by a
large thickness, low fluidity, and low membrane permeability [58–62].
Our estimations of the hydrophobic thickness of the MspA porin are
also supported by chemical labeling studies showing that the
40 Å-long β-barrel “steam domain” of MspA is protected from modifi-
cation by a water-soluble label because it is surrounded by tightly
bound lipids not removable by protein extraction [63].

We also analyzed variability of protein thicknesses in different
membranes based on the corresponding minimal and maximal values
and root-mean-square deviations (r.m.s.d.) (Table 1, Fig. 8). The largest
variations are seen for eukaryotic PM proteins, whose hydrophobic
thicknesses range from 27.2 to 40.8 Å and r.m.s.d. is 3.1 Å. Smaller



Fig. 8. Intrinsic hydrophobic thickness of membrane proteins from nine membrane types: PM of eukaryotic cell, Gram-positive (G(+)) bacteria, and archaeabacteria, endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) membranes, thylakoid membranes, mitochondrial IM and OM (MIM, MOM) and Gram-negative bacteria (G(−)). Numbers of protein structures in each set are in-
dicated in parenthesis.
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dispersions in thicknesses are observed forα-helical proteins fromMIM
(r.m.s.d. is 1.4 Å) and β-barrels from bacterial OM (r.m.s.d. is 1.7 Å).

Separate analysis of single-spanning (bitopic) and multi-spanning
(polytopic) proteins shows that there is no difference between these
proteins in distributions of various atom types and polarity profiles in
most membranes (Figs. S5, S6). However, polytopic and bitopic pro-
teins from eukaryotic PM and MIM have slightly different hydropho-
bic thicknesses, judging from distances between midpoints in
distributions of their aliphatic and polar atoms (Fig. S6, AG and BH).
In particular, hydrophobic thickness seems to be larger for bitopic
than polytopic proteins in PM, but smaller in MIM.

3.2.3. Differences in distributions of positive charges and net charge
The most significant differences between proteins from different

membranes, and especially, between TMα-helical andβ-barrel proteins,
were observed in distributions of ionizable groups and hydrogen-
bonding capacities (α and β) of protein polar atoms facing the head
group region (Figs. 3G–K, 4G–K, 7A–D). As mentioned before, the distri-
butions of basic Lys and Arg residues in TMα-helical proteins are highly
asymmetric and follow the “positive inside” rule. However, this trend is
observed only for TM α-helical proteins and multi-chain β-II barrels of
Fig. 9. Comparison of transbilayer profiles of polarity parameters (α, β, and π*) calculated for
TM α-helical proteins from IM of Gram-negative bacteria (82 structures, black solid lines) an
axis corresponds to a polarity parameter calculated for artificial lipid bilayers (left axis) an
TolC-like proteins (Figs. 3G, 4G), but not for typical OM β-barrels (β-I
type) (Fig. 4G) and peripheral proteins (Fig. 7E–F). On the contrary, the
distribution of basic residues of OM β-barrels demonstrates a higher
peak at the outer leaflet of the OM (“positive outside” rule). The distribu-
tions of basic residues in peripheral proteins are more symmetric.

Interestingly, TM proteins from thylakoid membranes, which are
rich in non-phosphorous glycolipids [64], demonstrate a unique pat-
tern of charge distribution (Fig. 7D). Similar to other α-helical TM
proteins, they follow the “positive inside” rule having an excess of
basic residues (i.e. Arg, Lys) in the inner (stroma) membrane side.
However, positive charged groups of Arg and Lys residues are almost
counterbalanced by negatively charged groups of Asp and Glu resi-
dues. Hence, TM proteins in thylakoid membranes do not have dis-
tinct maxima for the net positive charge at both membrane sides.

3.2.4. Midpolar regions in different biological membranes
The comparison of transbilayer profiles of polarity parameters (α, β,

π*) calculated for artificial lipid bilayers and lipid-facing atoms of
membrane proteins (Fig. 9) demonstrates the existence of two interfa-
cial regions inside the hydrocarbon core where all polarity parameters
sharply change, so-called “midpolar regions”. In particular, for either
artificial lipid bilayer, DOPC (red lines), POPG (blue lines), and for lipid-facing atoms of
d from PM of eukaryotic cells (34 structures, black dashed lines). In each panel vertical
d TM proteins (right axis).



Fig. 10. Localization of midpolar regions based on distributions of lipid-facing atoms of TM α-helical proteins. (A) Analysis of distributions of polar atoms, N and O (blue line), Tyr
atoms (purple line), Trp atoms (green line), and polarity parameter π* calculated for 191 structures of TM α-helical proteins. Midpolar regions are colored orange, head group re-
gions are colored light blue, central nonpolar regions are colored yellow. (B) Comparison of polarity profile of parameter π* calculated for 34 structures of TM α-helical proteins
from eukaryotic PM (blue line and squares) and 82 structures of TM α-helical proteins from IM of Gram-negative bacteria.
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model bilayers or TM proteins the hydrogen-bond acceptor parameter
β substantially drops at 10 to 15 Å-distance from themembrane center,
while the value of dipolarity parameter π* significantly changes at 7 to
15 Å-distance from the membrane center. In artificial bilayers the
midpolar region originates from the presence of double bonds in lipid
acyl chains (Fig. 2). In proteins, this region is characterized by the pres-
ence of aromatic groups; especially Trp indole rings (Fig. 10).

We also observed that all polarity parameters ofmembrane proteins
change more gradually than those calculated for artificial lipid bialyers
(Fig. 9). This result probably reflects the significantly more heteroge-
neous lipid and protein composition of biological membranes. More-
over, the profiles of α and β parameters in proteins are highly
asymmetric, whereas in model bilayers they are symmetric. The asym-
metry of α and β is likely attributed to the preferred accumulation of
basic protein residues with high hydrogen-bonding donor capacity
(α) at the inner leaflet and of anionic residues with high hydrogen-
bonding acceptor capacity (β) at the outer leaflet.

To better understand the nature of the midpolar region in
biomembranes and its correlation with divergence in lipid composition
of these membranes, we compared distributions of Trp atoms and
profiles of the polarity parameterπ* for protein sets fromdifferentmem-
brane types (Fig. 10). Considering the midpolar region as a preferential
location for Trp indole rings, we assume that it extends from the inner
midpoint of Trp distribution to the boundary of the hydrophobic core.

Our study shows that midpolar regions are frequently asymmetric
and their sizes differ for proteins from different membranes. The
highest asymmetry is observed for bacterial OM (Fig. 10C). This corre-
lates with asymmetric lipid composition of OM where phospholipids
are present in the inner leaflet, while lipid A of lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) forms the outer leaflet [65]. The central hydrophobicity barrier
for OM is significantly more narrow, though the value of π* in the
middle is almost the same in all membranes.

The smaller but noticeable asymmetry is also seen for midpolar re-
gions of eukaryotic PM proteins, which mainly originate from mam-
malian cells (Fig. 10B). These membranes have uneven distributions
of different lipid species at both membrane leaflets: PS and PE are ac-
cumulated in the inner leaflet at the cytoplasmic side, PC and SM in
the outer leaflet [13], while cholesterol may be distributed more uni-
formly with slight preference for the inner leaflet [66].

In contrast, proteins from IM of Gram-negative bacteria demon-
strate a more symmetric profile of polarity parameter π* (Fig. 10D).
This correlates with smaller lipid diversity of bacterial IM as com-
pared to eukaryotic PM [9]. Finally, the asymmetry in the fine struc-
ture of the hydrocarbon region almost disappears when 191
α-helical proteins from all membrane types are considered simulta-
neously (Fig. 10A) because the opposite trends in different mem-
branes tend to cancel each other.

To further understand the influence of the lipid composition on the
polarity of the lipid bilayer, we compared polarities of proteins from
membranes of mesophilic and hyperthermophilic archaebacteria
(Fig. 11). The latter thrive under harsh environmental conditions (tem-
perature maximum 121° C, high pressure N120 MPs). We found that
α-helical proteins from PM of mesophilic and hyperthermophilic
archaebacteria have very different distributions of Trp residues and po-
larity parameter π*. In particular, in hyperthermophilic archaebacteria,
the central nonpolar region,which likely serves as the permeability bar-
rier for ions and polar molecules, is more symmetric, wider and has a
higher hydrophobicity (π*aver = 0.10). In contrast, midpolar regions
of mesophilic archaebacteria are highly asymmetric and less hydropho-
bic in the central nonpolar region (π*aver = 0.13). These polarity pro-
files correlate with properties of the corresponding membranes.
Indeed, in thermophilic Archaea,membranes are composed of symmet-
ric C40 cyclic tetraether lipids that are more densely packed, more rigid
and stable, consistent with the larger thickness and higher hydropho-
bicity of themain permeability barrier [67,68]. On the other hand, lipids
ofmesophilic Archaea are based on C20–C25 di-phytanyl-sn-glycerol and
are rather variable: have numerous head groups, acyl chain may have
double bonds and hexane rings that disturb lipid packing [68–70].
Thus, these membranes are more loosely packed and known to have a
higher permeability for water than bipolar tetraether lipids.



Fig. 11. Comparison of the fine structure of the hydrocarbon core region in mesophilic and thermophilic archaeabacteria. Localization of the midpolar regions is based on the dis-
tributions of lipid-facing Trp atoms and polarity parameter π* calculated for structures of TM α-helical proteins from mesophilic (A) and thermophilic (B) archaebacteria. Numbers
of protein structures in each set are indicated in parenthesis. Midpolar regions are colored orange, head group regions are colored light blue, central nonpolar regions are colored
yellow.
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4. Discussion

4.1. General adaptation of proteins to the lipid bilayer

Co-evolution of membrane proteins and lipids in diverse types of
biological membranes is expected to develop a number of structural
features of membrane proteins that provide their general adaptation
to the anisotropic membrane environment, as well as their specific
adaptation to a particular membrane type. Many of these features
have been previously discussed [10,11,71–74]. Here, for the first
time, we provide systematic analysis and comparison of hydrophobic
thicknesses, surface charge distribution, and transbilayer polarity
profiles of membrane proteins from different structural classes
(α-helical and β-barrel) and eight types of biological membranes
(IM and OM of Gram-negative bacteria, PMs or archaebacteria,
Gram-positive, and eukaryotes, ER membrane, MIM, and tylakoid
membranes). These membranes have a complex lipid and protein
composition that is not fully established and, therefore, cannot be
easily simulated in vitro or in silico.

Several common features of all TM proteins are essential for their
solubility, structural stability, proper topology, and orientation in the
lipid bialyer. They include the presence of extensive hydrophobic sur-
faces, the asymmetry of distributions of polar and charged residues
outside the hydrophobic zone, and the interfacial locations of Trp
and Tyr residues.

Any integral membrane protein has a large solvent-facing hydro-
phobic zone that defines its intrinsic hydrophobic thickness (Fig. 1).
This thickness and location of hydrophobic boundaries can be calculated
byminimizing transfer energy of a protein fromwater to the lipid bilay-
er, as performed by our PPM 2.0 method. The current study demon-
strates that the calculated boundary planes correspond to midpoints
of sharp sigmoidal curves describing distributions of protein polar and
nonpolar atoms and co-crystallized water (Fig. 4). The hydrophobic
boundaries also correspond to maxima of distributions of Tyr rings
and glycerol groups of co-crystallized lipids (Figs. 5, 6).

The hydrophobic surfaces of membrane proteins are enclosed by
girdles of residues Tyr and Trp and regions rich in ionizable residues
and co-crystallized water (Fig. 1). This apparently reflects favorable
protein–lipid interactions at membrane interfaces [10,11,71–74].
The polar group of both Trp and Tyr residues often point to the hydro-
phobic boundaries (Fig. S4) where Tyr OηH groups may form hydro-
gen bonds with glycerol groups of co-crystallized lipids (Fig. 6C).
However, maxima of distributions of aromatic rings of Tyr and Trp
residues do not coincide (Figs. 4S, 10). Indole rings of Trp accumulate
at 10–12 Å-distance from the membrane center, which is 3–5 Å clos-
er to the membrane center than maxima of Tyr ring distributions.

In both integral and peripheral membrane proteins, regions rich in
ionizable residues correspond to the lipid head group area, since the
peaks of positively charged groups of Arg and Lys residues coincide
with locations of lipid phosphate groups at approximately 20–22 Å
from the membrane center (Figs. 5, 7). Indeed, multiple hydrogen
bonds and ionic bridges between basic protein residues and lipid
phosphates can be found in crystal structures of membrane proteins
(Fig. 6B). Interestingly, transbilayer distribution of polar and ionizable
residues is highly asymmetric (Fig. S4), which translates in the asym-
metry of hydrogen-bonding acceptor and donor capacity of protein
residues from both membrane sides (Figs. 3JK, 4JK).

Importantly, the described common features are generally valid for
bothα-helical and β-barrel membrane proteins (Figs. 3, 4). The major
distinction of TM β-barrels is in the two-peak distribution of Phe res-
idues (see above) and in the enrichment of their hydrophobic surface
by aromatic (Tyr, Trp, Phe) residues, whose relative occurrence in
β-barrels is almost doubled as compared to α-helical proteins
(Fig. 7F). This may be related to high β-sheet propensity and low
α-helix propensity of aromatic residues. Indeed, substitution of Ala
by Tyr, Phe, and Trp stabilizes the β-sheet structure by 0.96, 0.86 and
0.54 kcal/mol, respectively [75], while destabilizing α-helix by 0.3–
0.6 kcal/mol [76].

4.2. Adaptations of proteins to specific membranes

In addition to the mentioned general features, there are certain
differences in protein structures that may reflect their adaptation to
specific membrane types. In the course of our study we found that
proteins from distinct biological membranes differ in the average
values of their intrinsic hydrophobic thicknesses, in distributions of
ionizable and aromatic groups, and in the structure of midpolar re-
gions within the hydrocarbon region.

4.2.1. Intrinsic hydrophobic thicknesses of membrane proteins
There are significant variations in hydrophobic thicknesses of pro-

teins from different membranes (Table 1, Fig. 8). The observed differ-
ences in average thicknesses of eukaryotic proteins (PM N ER N MIM
proteins) correlatewith X-ray scattering data indicating that the bilayer
thickness of the apical PM is approximately 5 Å larger than that of ER
membranes, and can be modulated primarily by membrane proteins
[77]. These differencesmay be important to facilitate sorting of proteins
between the ER and PM or between ER andMIM. Indeed, studies of po-
larized epithelial cells provided evidence of the lipid-raft-based sorting
in trans-Golgi network as an important mechanism for delivery to the
cell surface of TM proteins with longer TM α-helices without involve-
ment of coat or adaptor proteins [78,79]. It was also shown that
unassisted post-translational targeting of tail-anchored proteins to mi-
tochondrial OM (MOM) requires shorter and less hydrophobic helices
with positive flanking changes, while ER-targeting is less restrictive
[80,81]. We also found that the difference in hydrophobic thicknesses
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between bitopic proteins from MIM and eukaryotic PM membranes is
greater than between polytopic proteins from the same membranes
(Fig. S6). This may also be important for sorting of single-spanning pro-
teins between ER, PM and mitochondrial membranes.

We observed that TMα-helical proteins typically have larger hydro-
phobic thickness than TM β-barrels (Table 1, Fig. 8). This result is con-
sistent with experimental observations [82–86], including NMR
studies of detergent-embedded residues of OmpX [82], analysis of the
thickness of the detergent belt in crystals of OmpLA [83], and neutron
scattering studies using contrast variation of LPS bilayers [84,85].

We noticed a significant variability in hydrophobic thicknesses
within the set of proteins from eukaryotic PMs. This may be related
to a heterogeneous lipid composition of cell membranes in different
tissues. Another possible reason might be the lateral heterogeneity
of the PM due to the presence of lipid domains rich in cholesterol
and sphingomyelin with locally increased width, so-called lipid rafts
[87,88]. Indeed, the calculated hydrophobic thicknesses of several re-
ceptors, such as integrins (2K1A, 2K9J, 2L8S) or receptor tyrosine ki-
nases (2L6W) that may by associated with lipid rafts, are usually
bigger, ranging from approximately 34 to 40 Å.

On the other hand, the significantly smaller variations in hydro-
phobic thicknesses within the sets of proteins from bacterial OM
and MIM may be attributed to a more stable lipid composition and
properties of these membranes. Indeed, in contrast to the variable
lipid composition of eukaryotic PMs, the level of mitochondrial phos-
pholipids is rather similar in different tissues [89]. Particularly impor-
tant is the proper amount of cardiolipin, an anionic tetra-acyl
phospholipid that stabilizes the structure of protein complexes in-
volved in cell bioenergetics: its alteration causes disease states, such
as Barth syndrome [90]. The asymmetric bacterial OM also has a rath-
er constant structure, as its outer leaflet is primarily composed of lipid
A, a part of LPS, while its inner leaflet contains only a few types of
glycerophospholipids (primarily PE, PG, and CL). The LPS-rich leaflet
has a highly ordered gel-like arrangement of saturated acyl chains
[91], which is additionally stabilized by hydrogen bonds and ionic in-
teractions in the lipid head group area [65].

In contrast to the relatively small variations in thicknesses of OM
β-barrels, the observed difference between minimal and maximal
thicknesses of α-helical proteins from bacterial OMs is substantial
(8.4 Å). In particular, one α-helical 14-meric protein, the VirB7/VirB9/
VirB10 core complex of T4S secretion system (3JQO) [56], has thickness
of 22.6 Å, which is close toDaver ~24 Å of highly abundant OMβ-barrels.
Another α-helical OM protein, translocon of capsular polysaccharides
Wza (2J58) [92], has a relatively large hydrophobic thickness of 31 Å.
The unusually large hydrophobic thicknesses of Wza may indicate po-
tential conformational transitions of Wza between states with small
and large hydrophobic thicknesses that could change the diameter of
the central pore of its octameric α-helical barrel.

A similar example represents proteins from MOM (Fig. 8), where
three α-helical proteins with known 3D structures have average hy-
drophobic thickness that is approximately ~8 Å larger that the thick-
ness of the most abundant MOM β-barrel protein, the voltage-
dependent anion channel VDAC-1 (2JK4, 3EMN) [93,94].

Divergence was also found between hydrophobic thicknesses of
mitochondrial F1F0-ATP synthase (38.2 Å) and numerous proteins
forming large respiratory complexes (Daver ~29 Å) which likely define
the overall thickness of the MIM near this value. Thus, the hydropho-
bic mismatch exists between hydrophobic thickness of F1F0-ATP
synthase and the surrounding lipid bilayer. This may enhance the
known tendency of the F1F0-ATP synthase to form dimers, tetramers,
and even regular arrays of dimers in membranes [95]. Indeed, it has
been observed by EM microscopy [95] that ribbon-like complexes of
mitochondrial F1F0-ATP synthase are stacked in parallel along the
crystae. It was suggested that these quaternary structures may partic-
ipate in membrane morphogenesis by changing membrane curvature
and promoting formation of tubular structures [96].
Judging from the comparison of average values of intrinsic hydro-
phobic thicknesses of TM proteins from different membranes, we can
conclude that this parameter may serve as an appropriate character-
istic of a particular membrane type, though it also depends on the
protein structural type (α-helical or β-barrel). The high content of
proteins with defined hydrophobic thickness, such as the presence
of thicker α-helical proteins or thinner β-barrels, may be regarded
as a major factor that defines or modulates the average thickness of
a particular biological membrane, as was previously suggested [77].
However, our observations also indicate that natural membranes
may accommodate proteins with rather variable thicknesses. Hence,
a significant hydrophobic mismatch can be tolerated by adjusting
the local thickness of the fluid lipid bilayer to the geometry of residing
proteins. Such mismatches may be structurally and functionally im-
portant for example by enhancing oligomerization or structural tran-
sitions in membrane proteins.

4.2.2. Charge distributions on membrane protein surfaces
There are significant differences in distributions of ionizable groups

between membrane proteins of different structural types, e.g. TM
α-helical and β-barrel proteins of β-I or β-II types (Fig. 4G–I), TM and
peripheral proteins (Fig. 7), as well as between TM α-helical proteins
from different membranes (Figs. 3G–I, 7A–D).

The well-recognized “positive-inside” rule [51–54] was observed
only for TM α-helical proteins from seven membranes studied, but
not for OM β-barrels (β-I type) or for peripheral proteins (Figs. 4G,
7EF). The distributions of positively charged residues in peripheral
proteins are more symmetric. This may indicate that peripheral pro-
teins interact similarly with lipid phosphates at both membrane sides.

Unlike TM α-helical proteins, OM β-I barrel proteins have a higher
peak of positively charged residues at the outer membrane side,
where they may interact with negatively charged LPS, as it is observed
in crystal structure of FhuA receptor (1QFG). This “positive-outside”
trend for bacterial OM β-barrels has been previously reported [97]. Fur-
ther, β-I barrels display a net negative charge at the periplasmic side
(“negative-inside” rule) due to the presence of acidic residues in peri-
plasmic turns. This acidic residuesmay form ionic interactionswith cat-
ionic periplasmic Skp chaperone that facilitates proper protein insertion
and folding into the OM [98].

All these results clearly indicate that the asymmetric distributions
of positively charged residues in TM α-helical and β-barrel proteins
reflect the topological bias important for membrane protein biogene-
sis rather than asymmetric lipid composition in these membranes.
However, some influence of lipid composition on protein charge dis-
tribution across the membrane cannot be ruled out. The role of ionic
interactions between lipid phosphates and Lys/Arg residues may be
more or less pronounced, depending on the level of phospholipids
in membranes.

In particular, thylakoid proteins demonstrate the unusual pattern of
transbilayer charge distributions lacking peak of net positive charge at
the innermembrane side (Fig. 7D). Thismay be explained by the unique
lipid composition of thylakoid membranes, where phospholipids are
mainly substituted by non-phosphorous glycolipids, monogalactosyl
diacylglycerol (MGDG) and digalactosyl diacylglycerol, and to a lesser
extent (b15%) by sulfolipid, sulfoquinovosyl diacylglycerol [64]. There-
fore, the amount of lipid phosphate groups and its role in lipid–protein
interactions is greatly reduced in these membranes.

4.2.3. Multilayered organization of hydrophobic region
The analysis of polarity profiles of artificial lipid bilayers and

membrane proteins indicates that the lipid hydrocarbon core is not
a uniform environment, but includes two peripheral zones of 5–8 Å
width each, so-called midpolar regions, which are characterized by
intermediate values of dipolarity/polarizability parameter π* (Fig. 9).

The existence of midpolar regions within the lipid hydrocarbon
core is consistent with previous studies. The term “midpolar region”
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has been proposed to emphasize an intermediate value of the dielec-
tric constant, which ensures the stronger ionic interactions and
hydrogen-bonds in this region [99]. It was also shown that the charge
density profile changes gradually at the membrane interface that in-
cludes both head group and midpolar regions [6].

It has been previously observed that the lipid acyl chain region con-
sists of ordered and disordered domains separated by lipid double bonds
[100]. Themidpolar regions likely correspond to the more ordered “soft
polymer” domains. These domains have a larger number of small struc-
tural defects that allow an easier penetration of water [101,102]. Indeed,
studies of spin-labeled lipids indicate the presence of the appreciable
amount of water in peripheral regions of the lipid hydrocarbon core
close to the glycerol backbone [37,48,103,104]. The locations and prop-
erties of more polar peripheral regions in the hydrocarbon core of the
lipid bilayer were shown to depend on the presence of lipid double
bonds, cholesterol and carotenoids [48,104–106]. The amphipathic in-
dole ring was shown to accumulate in the glycerol region, penetrating
up to the level of lipid C1–C3 atoms [107].

In artificial bilayers, midpolar regions arise due to the presence of
double bonds in lipid acyl chains (Fig. 2) and some amount of residual
water molecules [30]. In natural membranes, midpolar regions can be
identified based on the increased concentration of indole rings of Trp
residues of membrane proteins that penetrate deeper into the hydro-
carbon region than aromatic rings of Tyr residues (Fig. 10). Trp and
Tyr residues behave differently because the OηH group of Tyr has
higher H-bonding donor and acceptor capacities than NεH of indole
ring and, therefore, is more involved in hydrogen-bonding with
water in the head group region, while the Trp indole ring has a two
times larger dipole moment and, therefore, is more sensitive to elec-
trostatic interactions in the hydrocarbon region.

Trp indole ring can serve as a “hydrophobic dipole” reporter: the
localization of the indole ring inside the hydrocarbon core indicates
a relatively small electrostatic penalty for the dipole due to an inter-
mediate value of the dielectric parameter (π* or ε) and preferential
solvation of polar groups by small amount of water present in this re-
gion [30]. Hence the borders of midpolar regions located on both
sides of the central nonpolar region can be defined using either
inner midpoints of distributions of Trp dipoles or inflection points of
the π* profiles (Figs. 10, 11).

We found that midpolar regions may have different sizes and be
asymmetric, depending on lipid composition of membrane leaflets.
High asymmetry of midpolar regions in OM β-barrels likely reflects
the apparent asymmetry of the OM (Fig. 10C). Larger thickness of
the central nonpolar region of TM proteins from hyperthermophilic
archaeabacteria correlates with decreased penetrability of corre-
sponding membranes formed by the monolayer of C40 cyclic
tetraether lipids (Fig. 11B) [68], although packing density and viscos-
ity of lipid bilayers in archaebacteria also must play a role.

Thus, using commonly used polarity parameters, we were able to
quantify transbilayer polarity of membrane proteins, establish themul-
tilayer organization of membranes and evaluated size and asymmetry
of midpolar regions in different biological membrane. Assuming an ap-
proximatematching of polarity of integral membrane proteins and sur-
rounding lipidic phase, the profiles of parameter π* calculated for the
surfaces of membrane proteins can be used to derive dielectric proper-
ties of the corresponding native membranes.

5. Conclusions

This work represents the first comparative study of hydrophobic
thicknesses and polarity profiles of proteins from eight types of bio-
logical membranes. We observed that average hydrophobic thick-
nesses of TM α-helical proteins from different membranes are 4 to
9 Å larger than that of β-barrel proteins. Calculated hydrophobic
boundaries correspond to sharp polarity transitions on the protein
surface and match the locations of Tyr aromatic rings and ester/ether
groups of co-crystallized lipids, but not maxima of Trp indole rings,
which are shifted by 3–4 Å inside the hydrophobic region. The posi-
tively charged protein residues are preferentially located in the area
of phosphate groups of co-crystallized lipids, which indicates the im-
portance of ionic protein–lipid interactions.

Polarity of surfaces of membrane proteins was characterized by
transbilayer profiles of hydrogen bonding donor and acceptor capac-
ities (α, β) and dipolarity/polarizability (π*), parameters commonly
used to describe solubility of molecules in organic solvents. Behavior
of polarity parameters within hydrophobic membrane boundaries in-
dicates the multilayered organization of the hydrocarbon core that
consists of a central nonpolar region and two 5–8 Å-wide peripheral
midpolar regions with intermediate values of parameter π*. In differ-
ent biological membranes, size and location of midpolar regions were
derived from distributions of indole rings of Trp that served as a con-
venient marker of these regions. In artificial lipid bilayers, boundaries
of midpolar regions were defined by locations of double bonds of lipid
acyl chains. The observed asymmetry of midpolar regions in proteins
from different membranes correlates with known lipid asymmetry of
corresponding membranes.

Hydrophobic thicknesses and profiles of polarity parameter π*
obtained in the current study for proteins from different membranes
can be used for development of more advanced methods for compu-
tational studies of membrane proteins and amphiphilic molecules.
Computational studies may include modeling of membrane protein
structure, spatial localization of proteins and organic molecules in
the lipid bilayer, and predicting permeability of peptides and small
drug-like molecules, specifically for these eight types of biological
membranes.
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